Abstract. Wolf is a "push-button" model checker for concurrent C programs developed in IBM Haifa. It automatically generates both the model and the specification directly from the C code. Currently, Wolf uses BDD-based symbolic methods integrated with a guided search framework. According to our experiments, these methods complement explicit exploration methods of software model checking.
Introduction
Wolf is a software bug hunter that uses formal methods in order to discover bugs in a concurrent C program. Concurrency related bugs may depend on a specific rare interleaving of the program, and are likely to be missed by standard testing tools. In addition, even when the presence of a bug is known, it is hard to reproduce it, or locate its source. When using formal methods, we can explore all possible interleavings; hence, detecting the presence of a bug. In addition, we can to generate the trace that led to the bug.
Wolf is a "push-button" bug hunter, that is, it does not require intervention by the user. Unlike with hardware verification, users need not be experts in verification. Users who are familiar with verification can use their knowledge of the software to tune the model or verify additional specification. Wolf operates the IBM model checker RuleBase PE [4] using special software algorithms [3] on an automatic generated model and cleanness properties. Cleanness properties are those that every program should obey. For example, a dangling pointer should never be dereferenced, there should never be a deadlock situation, and no assert should fail. Programmers can validate functional properties of a program using the assert mechanism with which they are already familiar.
Wolf displays the bug trace in a debugger-like GUI named Vet. Vet translates the trace into an easy-to-understand graphical display which is intuitive for the average programmer.
Explicit model checkers use various reductions to reduce the branches that they explore, such as partial order reductions [6] , and they handle the dereferencing of pointers and the dynamic allocation of resources well. However, they have a hard time coping with non-deterministic behaviors that result from nondeterministic inputs.
SAT-based methods generate a formula that represents bounded length executions. SAT's main drawback is that it does not cope well with long formulas. SAT-based software model checkers try to compact the formula by creating basic blocks [11] or single assignment formulas [7] . Neither [11] nor [7] supports concurrent programs. A new approach, taken by [12] , tries to extend this approach for such programs.
We believe that there is no ultimate software model checking algorithm. Each different kind of software and bug has a different winning algorithm. We designed Wolf as an easy to upgrade framework, which enables us to add different algorithms in the future.
Currently, we are exploring symbolic algorithms. In contrast to Bebop [2] and JPF [9] , which combine symbolic and explicit methods, Wolf uses a pure symbolic exploration. Other software model checkers use SAT-based algorithms such as CBMC [7] and NEC [11] , or explicit algorithms such as ZING [1] , SPIN [10] and BOGOR [13] . BDD-based symbolic methods are less bounded than SATbased methods and, unlike explicit methods symbolic methods, support nondeterministic choices naturally. In this sense, symbolic algorithms complement SAT-based and explicit algorithms.
Wolf's symbolic BDD algorithm uses partial disjunctive partitions [3] . This method uses the software property of a few changes in each "cycle" to enhance the speed of image computation by several orders of magnitude.
We acknowledge the fact that the verification of concurrent software is a hard task, due to the enormous number of possible states. This can cause state explosion to occur when dealing with big and complex models. In order to avoid this problem and find a bug prior to explosion, we use automatically generated "hints" and "guides" to manipulate the model checker into examining "interesting" states. This way, we enter bug-pattern knowledge [8] into Wolf and allow it to search for specific occurrences of these patterns.
Section 2 describes the internal modules within Wolf. Section 3 presents our experimental results, and in section 4, we discuss possible future directions.
Structure of Wolf
Wolf is composed of three modules: a C-to-model translator, software verification algorithms integrated into RuleBase PE, and Vet.
Translator
The translator receives a concurrent C program and generates a finite model. This translation, described in [3] , is not trivial. We model software concurrent control using two variables: TC (thread chooser) and PC (program counter vector). These signals point to the next command to be executed. In each cycle, only TC, PC, and one additional variable may change their values in order to allow the use of disjunctive partitions [3] . Moreover, the translator models the synchronization primitives 1 . Similarly to the method described in [12] , the modeling of these primitives removes some unnecessary interleavings from the model without changing its behavior. The translator also bounds the number of threads, the size of the heap, of the stack, and of all data types, making the problem decidable. In addition to that, it generates cleanness properties such as assert 1 Currently, we support concurrent programs that use Pthread libraries.
never fails, no use of/set to dangling pointer, no deadlock occur, no livelock, no data race, etc. The translator also generates hints and guides that will guide the software model checker toward the bug. These hints and guides are generated according to the program and the user's preferences.
Software Model Checker:
Wolf uses a specialized version of RuleBase PE [4] as its underlying model checker. As mentioned, we are currently focusing on symbolic model checking using a BDD based model checker. Our algorithm uses disjunctive partitions [3] , which enable faster image computation for software models. We implemented a dynamic BDD reordering algorithm especially designed to reduce the reordering time of software disjunctive BDDs.
Since we are using guided search, we implemented two different ways to divert the model checker to examine interesting states: hints and guides. In [5] , the hints method was presented: in each step, the image computation is intersected with the current hint. When a fixed point is reached, the hint is replaced with the next hint. When all hints are used, another search is done from the reachable states of the last iteration without any constraints. We implemented this method with one change: our hints are cyclic, meaning that when the last hint results in a fixed-point, the first hint is rechecked and so forth. Only when all hints do not discover a new state, the final search is performed. Our hints are usually used to force a round-robin execution of the threads: when the i-th hint is active, we intersect the image with T C = i. We observed that using such hints kept the BDDs relatively small.
Guides are another method to direct the model checker toward a bug. After each K iterations, the model checker finds the highest priority guide that is satisfied in the frontier 2 , and continues to step forward only from the states in the frontier that satisfies this guide. If no bug is found after one round-robin, the model checker backtracks and explores other states. For example, when looking for a deadlock, a guide may be one thread is locked and a higher priority guide may be two threads are locked.
Vet: Wolf 's debugger: Finally, Vet displays the trace in a debugger-like GUI, highlighting the code line that caused the bug 3 . Vet allows the user to traverse the trace forward and backward. Also, the user can display watches over the variables. Since the trace is of concurrent software, Vet is designed in such a way that all the threads are displayed side-by-side, and the next line to be executed in each thread is marked. Figure 1 shows a trace as it is presented by Vet.
Experimental Results
We ran Wolf on two Linux drivers and synchronization code taken from an IBM's software group. We detected access violation bugs, data races, and deadlocks. In addition, we tried to estimate the potential that symbolic model checking for software has with respect to explicit model checking. We compared Wolf with Zing [1] on three different types of programs. This comparison is problematic because it could be done only on different platforms. However, it can be seen in Table 1 that symbolic model checking for software scales better when bugs occur only in rare interleavings, especially when the program has nondeterministic inputs. 
